KABLOONA
poverty and discomfort that would have appalled the ascetic
Father of the fourth century. The tribe to whom he preached
was wealthier than the Netsilik Eskimos with whom de Poncins
had first become acquainted. It lived even more remote from
the White Man than the Netsilik, and the tribe had better
manners than they. Its riches, consisting of an abundance of
seals within its territory, had enabled the tribe to acquire a
certain grace of behaviour, a little dignity, a modicum of small
comfort in its igloos. But these additions to its life had not
impaired its gift for happiness.
I was, I confess, relieved when I read de Poncins5 description
of this superior tribe on Pelly Bay, for I had feared that he was
going to find the recipe for virtue, and its consequent happi-
ness, in a state only of the direst poverty. But the tribe on Pelly
Bay prevents him from so extreme a judgment. It is not their
lack of goods, but their attitude to goods, that supplies one half
of the reason for Eskimo virtue. Their communal life, though
it has not explicitly resulted in common ownership, has appar-
ently diminished the individual's feeling of responsibility for
what he but insecurely possesses. So far from being obsessed by
their goods, and feeling their possessions a burden, the Eskimos
are careless of them to the point of contempt They will
squander their food in hospitality, and laugh, as at some merely
ludicrous incident, when a fool of a neighbour destroys or loses
a valuable tool Material possessions hardly enter their scale of
values, and the giving of presents is regarded as a perversion.
Here is a familiar lesson, drastically restated. The burden of
riches has often been described — though seldom believed in,
but the effect, upon the Eskimo, of a total freedom from the
burden may be sufficiently striking to encourage popular con-
sideration of the problem.
The other foundation-stone of their happiness is interesting,
but not useful. They cannot reason, and they do not try to
understand. With an adult's strength to live, goes a child-like
acceptance of life. To fill their bellies and procreate their kind
is all the purpose of their living, and .because they do not look
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